Recently, deep neural networks have achieved impressive performance in terms of both reconstruction accuracy and efficiency for single image super-resolution (SISR). However, the network model of these methods is a fully convolutional neural network, which is limit to exploit contextual information over the global region of the input image. In this paper, we discuss a new SR architecture where features are extracted in the low-resolution (LR) space, and then we use a fully connected layer which learns an array of upsampling weights to reconstruct the desired high-resolution (HR) image from the final LR features. By doing so, we effectively exploit global context information over the input image region, whilst maintaining the low computational complexity for the overall SR operation. In addition, we introduce an edge difference constraint into our loss function to preserve edges and texture structures. Extensive experiments validate that our method outperforms the existing state-of-the-art methods.
Introduction
Single image super-resolution (SISR), which aims at recovering the visually pleasing high-resolution (HR) image from a single low-resolution (LR) image generated by the low-cost imaging system and the limited environment condition, has gained increasing research attention for decades in computer vision. Since the obtained HR images often preserve important details and critical information for later image processing, analysis and interpretation, SISR is widely applied to various field such as video surveillance [2] , medical imaging [3] , face recognition [4] , satellite imaging [5] and etc. SISR problem usually assumes the observed LR image to be a non-invertible lowpass filtered, downsampled and noisy version of HR image. Due to the loss of highfrequency information during the degradation of HR images, SISR is a highly ill-posed problem. To handle the ill-posed nature in SR reconstruction, a variety of methods has been developed in computer vision community. Early methods include interpolation and reconstruction-based method. Interpolation methods such as bicubic interpolation [6] , edge-guided interpolation [7] and nearest neighbor interpolation [8] , usually perform well in smooth areas while they generate ringing and jagged artifacts in high frequency image regions. Although reconstruction-based methods are effective to preserve sharp edges and suppress ringing artifacts by introducing appropriate image prior knowledge such as edge-directed priors [9] , gradient profile priors [10] , Bayesian priors [11] , and nonlocal self-similarity priors [12] , they fails to add sufficient novel high frequency details to the reconstructed HR images with complex scenes. [13] with the scaling factor of × 4. For comparison, all the methods are conducted on the same platform with 3.5 GHz Intel i7-5960x CPU, 64 GB memory and NVIDIA Titan X GPU. Our method provides the best reconstruction results and preserves the execution time of SelfExSR [32] , SCN [17] , DRCN [19] , and VDSR [18] .
Currently, learning methods are widely applied to learn the mapping between LR and HR image spaces from millions of co-occurrence LR-HR example image pair, including local linear regression [13] , sparse dictionary learning [14] , random forest [15] , and deep neural network [16, 21] . Among them, the deep neural network (DNN) has drawn considerable attention due to its simple architecture and excellent performance. However, DNN-based SR methods also exhibit limitations in architecture optimality. First, the network model of these methods is a fully convolutional neural network, which is limit to exploit contextual information over global image region. Although some methods [18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 33] have improved reconstruction quality by stacking more convolution layers to exploit contextual information over larger image region, they also increases the computation cost and memory usage. Thus, these methods still exhibit limitations in terms of balancing the reconstruction accuracy and efficiency. Second, most existing SR algorithms optimize the network models with L2 loss and thus inevitably generate blurry edges and textures in the reconstructed HR images. Several algorithms [22, 23, 24] have focused on improving the loss function to achieve the impressive measures and make the reconstructed HR images close to human visual perception on natural images. However, the blurring problem of sharp edges and texture structures still exist in reconstructed HR images.
To address these drawbacks, we propose a new image SR architecture based on the deep neural networks. Our network takes an LR image as input and trains a cascade of convolutional blocks inspired by deep Residual Networks used for ImageNet classification [25] to extract features in the LR space. Then, we use a fully connected layer which learns an array of upsampling weights to predict residual image (the differences between the upsampled image by bicubic interpolation and the ground truth HR image) from the extracted LR features. Finally, the desired HR image is obtained by adding the predicted residual image to the upsampled image using bicubic interpolation. In addition, considering that L2 loss function used for most SR methods always leads to the blurring of image details and generates ringing artifacts, we introduce an edge difference constraint into the loss function of our proposed network to preserve edges and texture structures.
Overall, the contributions of this paper are mainly in three aspects:
(1) The proposed network extracts directly features from LR images and jointly optimizes a fully connected upsampling layer to predict residuals image. Since the upsampling layer for our network can utilize all feature information to predict each pixel of the HR images, our network is able to effectively exploit context information over the global region of the input image with shallow convolution layers. As a result, our model has a large capacity to learn complicated mappings and effectively reduces the undesired visual artifacts.
(2) Similar to [21] , the computation time and memory usage for our networks are sufficiently reduced since our network extracts features directly from LR images and upscales the resolution to HR space in the last layer of the network. However, our networks improve accuracy by exploiting global context information, as illustrated in Fig.1 . In addition, since all convolution layers can be shared by networks of different upscaling factors, our method could facilitate fast training and testing across different upscaling factors.
(3) We propose a new loss function with an edge difference constraint to optimize the proposed networks for the reconstructed HR images with sharp edges and finer texture details.
Related work
Numerous methods have been proposed to solve single image SR problem. In this section, we focus our discussion on SR methods based on deep neural networks.
Deep neural network for SR
In general, the observed LR images can be seen as a degraded product of HR images, which can be generally formulated as, = + (1) where and represent the original HR and observed LR image respectively, D is the downsampling operator, H is the blurring filter, and v represents the additive noise. In view of the above, it is a typical multi-output regression problem to reconstruct a HR image from the observed LR image. Inspired by the promising performance of deep neural networks in classification and regression tasks, Dong et al. [16] propose a new SR architecture, namely Super-Resolution Convolutional Neural Network (SRCNN). In SRCNN, the mapping used for reconstructing the desired HR image consists of three convolution layers and is trained by minimizing the following function,
where Θ = { 1 , 2 , 3 , 1 , 2 , 3 } is the filter and bias of convolution layers in SRCNN, and represent the HR and LR image patch respectively and is the number of training samples in each batch.
Since the model of SRCNN is shallow network (only including patch extraction/representation, non-linear mapping and reconstruction layer), the prediction of HR image relies on context of small image regions. To exploit more contextual information in a large image regions, Kim et al. [18] propose a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) for image SR problem (VDSR) by cascading small convolution layer many times. Although VDSR significantly improves the reconstruction accuracy, the computation time and memory usage also increase with the depth of network. To reduce the computational cost, Dong et al. [21] use a transposed convolution (also named as deconvolution in some of the literature) to upscale the features to HR image space in the last layer of network model. Lai et al. [22] adopt a similar idea and propose a deeper convolutional network within Laplacian pyramid framework (LapSRN) to progressively reconstruct HR images. By doing so, LapSRN improves accuracy without increasing computational burden. However, those kinds of approaches have one limitations: the prediction of each pixel of the desired HR images relies on the context information in a local region of the input images since the model of these method consists of convolutional layers only. In order to exploit context information over the larger region and improve the reconstruction quality, we need to cascade more convolution layers in the networks, which means to increase computational cost and memory usage. In this paper, we discuss a new SR architecture to resolve the dilemma between the reconstruction accuracy and efficiency. The proposed networks not only improve the quality of reconstructed HR images by exploiting the contextual information over the global region of the input image but also reduce the computational cost by using the simplified residual blocks to extract features in the LR space.
Loss function
As in most image restoration tasks, Mean squared error (MSE) or L2 loss is also widely used to optimize the network model of image SR. Since L2 loss is the major performance measure (PNSR) for those problem, the trained models usually have impressive performance in terms of objective measure. However, there is a blurring problem of texture details and edge structures in reconstructed HR images. Several studies have focused on the loss functions to better train network models and restore finer texture details and sharp edges. Inspired by the report that training with L2 loss cannot guarantee better performance compared to other loss functions in terms of PSNR and SSIM [26] , Lim et al. [24] use L1 loss to optimize their network models for achieving improved performance. Lai et al. [22] propose a robust Charbonnier loss for the deep convolutional network within Laplacian pyramid framework (LapSRN). At each pyramid level, LapSRN has corresponding loss function to reduce the difference between output reconstructed images and the label image downsampled from ground truth HR image with bicubic interpolation. Accordingly, the overall loss of LapSRN is defined as
where (•) is the Charbonnier penalty function, is the number of pyramid level, and is the upsampled image from the input LR image in the pyramid level . Due to the deep supervision of multi-loss structure and the robustness of Charbonnier penalty function, Charbonnier loss improves the stability of networks training and the reconstruction quality. Ledig et al. [23] propose a perceptual loss function which consists of an adversarial loss and a content loss to reconstruct plausible-looking natural HR images with high perceptual quality.
where (•) is the feature representations, ( ( )) is the estimated probability that the reconstructed HR image is a natural image and ∇ ( ) is a regularizer based on the total variation to encourage spatially coherent solution. Although these researches of loss function have improved the quality of reconstructed HR images, the restoration of finer texture details and sharp edges is still a challenging problem. Accordingly, we propose a new loss function with the edge difference constraint to reconstruct edges and texture details
Proposed method
In this section, we detail the methodology of the proposed deep neural network, the loss functions with the edge difference constraint, and the training of our network.
Network architecture
As shown in Fig.2 , our network can be decomposed into two parts -features extraction and SR reconstruction. The part of features extraction takes an observed LR image as input and uses the cascaded residual building blocks to extract features in LR space. SR reconstruction part is a fully connected layer, which upsamples and aggregates the previous features with an array of trainable weights to reconstruct the desired HR images. In the following sections, we first describe the residual units of our networks, and then we suggest the single upscaling model that handles a specific SR scale and the multi-upscaling strategy that quickly trains models for reconstructing various upscaling of HR images.
Residual units. Deep residual networks [1] have emerged as a family of extremely deep architectures showing compelling accuracy and nice convergence behaviors in computer vision, machine translation, speech synthesis, speech recognition. Although the deep residual architecture has been successfully applied to the image SR problem and exhibited excellent performance [23, 24] , we further improve the performance by employing a new residual unit which makes training easiness and reduces training error. In Fig. 3 , we show the residual units of each network from SRResNet [23] , EDSR [24] , and ours. Although all the skip connections and after-addition activation functions for the residual units of these networks are the identity mapping for creating a direct path to propagate information -not only within a residual unit, but through the entire network, only our residual units adopt a re-arranging the after-addition activation method to directly propagate information from one unit to any other units in both forward and backward passes. SRResNet removes the Rectified Liner Unit (ReLU) to make after-addition activation into an identity mapping. EDSR improves SRResNet by removing the Batch Normalization (BN) layers to enhance the flexibility of the network and reduce GPU memory usage. Inspired by [25] , our networks recast the after-addition activation as the pre-activation of the next residual unit, which means that the activation only affects the residual function ( Fig. 3(c) ). By re-arranging the after-addition activation, we not only reduce the difficulty of network optimization because of the identity mapping, but improves regularization of the models since we don't remove ReLU layers from our networks. At the same time, we remove BN layers from our networks since they consume the same amount of memory as the preceding convolution layers.
Furthermore, we use the Parametric Rectified Liner Unit (PReLU) to instead of ReLU as the activation function of our convolution layer. Since PReLU has a learnable coefficient for the negative part of features, it can void the "dead features" cause by zero gradients in ReLU. Accordingly, we can make full use of all parameters to obtain the maximum capacity of our networks.
Single upscaling model. In the convolutional networks, model performance can be enhanced by cascading small filters many times in a deep network structure. Thus, we construct the feature extraction part of our single upscaling model with bottleneck [25] architecture. A bottleneck residual unit consists of a 1 × 1 layer for reducing dimension, a 3 × 3 layer, and a 1 × 1 layer for restoring dimension. As designed in [25] , its computational complexity is similar to the residual unit including two 3 × 3 convolution layers (Fig. 3(c) ). However, the model with the bottleneck residual units has improved performance due to the increase of network depth. Therefore, we can maximize our model capacity considering the limited computational resources. For original residual networks, the convolution shortcuts [25] are used to reduce the feature map size and increase dimensions. Since the convolution shortcut is not an identity mapping, the direct path for propagating information is limited to a local region with the same feature map size. Although our network can create a direct path for propagating information over the entire network since it takes LR images as input and extracts all the features in LR space, we found that stacking the number of residual units above a certain level would make the training procedure numerically unstable. We resolve this issue by incorporating the convolution layers into the cascaded residual units and constructing local paths for propagating information directly. As shown in Fig.2 , we use three residual units and one convolution layer to form one residual block which has a local propagating path. To void the "dead features" in the identity path, we remove the activation (ReLU) of the incorporated convolution layers from residual blocks, as illustrated in Fig.2 .
Since the existing HR reconstruction layers (the transposed convolution or sub-pixel convolution) only use the feature information in a very small local region to predict the each pixel in reconstructed HR images, the reconstruction result usually contain undesired artifacts. To make effective use of the extracted features and improve reconstruction accuracy, we propose a fully connected reconstruction layer to explore feature information over the global region. However, the parameters of our reconstruction layer would be significantly increased since the fully connected layer construct the trainable weights between each predicted HR pixel and all the extracted features. We resolve the issue by reducing the dimension of the extracted feature map using the incorporated convolution layer of the final residual blocks.
Our final network models are constructed following. The number of residual blocks and the dimension of feature maps in the identity path are set to be 5 and 128, respectively. In residual units, we reduce the dimension to 64 for bottleneck architecture. Our final dimension of the extracted feature maps will shrink to 8 for reducing the total parameters of our networks and improving the training and testing efficiency.
Different upscaling factors.
In reality SR applications, we usually need to reconstruct various upscaling factors of HR images. Thus, we expect the proposed method could achieve fast training and testing across different upscaling factors. Since all convolution layers on the whole act like a complex feature extractor of the LR image, and only the last reconstruction layer contains the information of the upscaling factor, we can transfer the convolution filters for fast training and testing.
In practice, we train a model for an upscaling factor in advance. Then, we only finetune the reconstruction layer for another upscaling factor and leave the convolution layers unchanged. The fine-tuning is fast, and the performance is as good as training from scratch (see Section 4.1). During testing, we perform the convolution operations once, and upsample an image to different sizes with the corresponding reconstruction layer. Furthermore, our method can reconstruct HR images with an arbitrary resolution (non-integer upscaling factor) by fine-tuning the fully connected reconstruction layer.
Loss function
For most of DNN-based SR methods, L2 is the most widely used loss function. Thus, the optimization objective for these networks is to minimize the following function, where and are -th LR and HR image pair in the training data, and ( ; Θ) is the predicted HR image using the training network with parameters Θ. Since L2 loss struggles to handle the uncertainty inherent relationship in recovering lost high-frequency details such as small scale structures and texture details, it encourages finding pixel-wise averages of plausible solutions which are typically overly-smooth and thus have poor perceptual quality [27] . In order to resolve this problem, we propose a new loss function for our network. Similar to [28] , we proposed loss use the following edge difference constraint to preserve edges and texture structures,
where (•) is the edges and textures extraction operation, ℎ is reconstructed HR images, and is the norm of the edge difference constraint. Considering that the onedimensional (1-D) processing of images can provide effective edge and texture information and handle outliers [28] , we use 1-D processing as the edges and textures extraction operator. Actually, For a given image , the extraction of edges and textures information can be formulated as, ( ) = √ ( ) 2 + ( ) 2 (7) where ( ) and ( ) are the horizontal and vertical edge and texture information of the image respectively. 1-D first use the Gaussian operator to smooth horizon direction, and then the first derivative of Gaussian operator is applied along the orthogonal direction for obtaining the vertical edges and textures ( ). By repeating this procedure, we can obtain the corresponding horizon edge and texture information ( ). Since the smoothing is done along a direction orthogonal to the direction of the edge extraction, 1-D processing can effectively handle outliers and extract image edges and textures. Thus, the trained network with edge difference constraint can generate sharp edges and finer texture details in the reconstructed HR images. By incorporating the edge difference constraint into L2 loss, we can obtain the following optimization objective for our network models,
where is the weight for the edge difference constraint. Since our network also adopt the residual learning, the overall loss function is defined as,
here is upsampled image from the input LR images using bicubic interpolation. Considering that the researchers [22, 24] report that training with L1 norm achieve improved performance compared with the training with L2, we empirically set to 1 for our edge difference constraint.
Training details
Training dataset: For fair comparison with the other state-of-the-art methods, we also use 91 images from Yang et al. [14] and 200 images from the training set of BSD500 [18] as our original training images. In addition, we adopt the following ways to augment the training images: (1) Scaling: each HR image is downsampled by bicubic interpolation with the scaling factor 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, and 0.6. (2) Rotation: each image is rotated with the degree of 90, 180 and 270. (3) Flipping: each image is flipped with horizontal and vertical. Thus, we obtain 5 × 4 × 3 = 60 times image to form the final ground-truth HR image training set { }. In order to prepare the training data, we first downsample the HR training images { } with the desired upscaling factor to form the corresponding LR image { }. Then, we crop the LR training image into a set of LR image patches { } =1 with a stride . The corresponding HR image patches { } =1 are also cropped with a stride × from the HR images. Actually, the cropped LR/HR image patch pairs {( , )} =1 are the training data for the proposed network. Since all the convolutional layers can be shared by the networks of different upscaling factors, it is necessary to employ the LR image patches with the same size to all the networks of our method. Thus, for × 2 , × 3 and × 4 networks, the size of LR/HR image patches are set to be 32 2 /64 2 , 32 2 /96 2 and 32 2 /128 2 , respectively.
Training Parameters: For the proposed SR method, we use Caffe package [30] with stochastic gradient descent algorithm to train our networks. For training model from scratch, we use a learning rate of 0.1 for the convolution layers and 0.01 for the fully connected reconstruction layer. The learning rate will be decayed every 10 epochs using a factor of 10. Since we adopt an extremely high learning rates (0.1) to accelerate the convergence, the gradient clipping is set to be 1 and then is decreased by a factor of 10 every 10 epochs. For weights initialization, all the filters of the convolution and the fully connected reconstruction layer are initialized with the method described in [31] . During the fine-tuning of another upscaling networks, the learning rate for all layers is set to be 0.001 and decayed by an exponential rate of 0.90 each epoch. The training of scratch network uses momentum with a decay of 0.9, while our fine-tuned models are achieved using RMSProp with decay of 0.9 and ϵ = 1.0. The batches of size and weight decay are set to 256 and 0.0001 for all the network training, respectively
Experimental results and discussions
In this section, we first analyze the contributions of the different components of the proposed network. Then, we compare the proposed method with state-of-the-art SR algorithms on the representative image datasets. Finally, we discuss the applications of our models on the real-world images.
In our experiments, we follow the publicly availabel evaluation framework of Timofte et al. [13] . It enables the comparison of the proposed method with many stateof-the-art SR methods in the same setting. The framework only applies the SR reconstruction algorithm on the luminance channel and directly upscales the chrominance (Cb and Cr) channels to the desired resolution using bicubic interpolation. Furthermore, SR performance metrics including the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity (SSIM) are adopted to evaluate the objective quality of reconstructed HR images.
Investigation of the network model
In this section, we perform experiments to analyze the property of the proposed network and confirm the contributions of the different components of our networks for the accuracy of SR reconstruction.
Fully connected reconstruction layer. To demonstrate the effect of our reconstruction layer, we remove the fully connected layer and use the transposed convolution as the reconstruction layer of our networks. For a fair comparison, the proposed network and transposed convolutional network are both optimized using L2 loss function from the same scratch. Fig. 4 shows the convergence curves in terms of PSNR on the Set14 for the upscaling factor of 3. The performance of the transposed convolutional network (purple curve) is significantly worse than the network with a fully connected layer. In view of the above, the proposed network with a fully connected layer is more capable of reconstructing HR images.
Loss function. In our method, we present a new loss function to preserve edges and texture structures. Here we verify the effectiveness of the proposed loss function. For comparison, we use L2 loss function to optimize our network in the same training parameters and initialization method. As illustrated in Fig. 4 , the network optimized with L2 loss (yellow curve) converges smoothly, but has high training loss. Although our final model (red curve) fluctuates "significantly", it can obtain the improved performance in terms of reconstruction accuracy. This is mainly because that our loss applies more effective constraints among the predicted images and ground-truth HR training images.
Different upscaling factors. In this section, we demonstrate the flexibility of our network for fast training and testing across different upscaling factors. In our experiment, we first obtain a well-trained model with the upscaling factor of 3, then we train the network for × 2 on the basis of that for × 3. During training, we only fine-tune the fully connected reconstruction layer on the training datasets of × 2 since the parameters of all convolution filters in the well- network. For comparison, we also train another network for × 2 but from scratch. The convergence curves of these two networks are shown in Fig. 5 . Obviously, with the transferred parameters, the network converges very fast (only a few epochs) with the same good performance as that training from scratch. In the following experiments, we only train the networks from scratch for × 3, and fine-tune the corresponding reconstruction layers for × 2 and × 4.
Comparisons with the state-of-the-arts methods
To validate the performance of the proposed method, the image SR experiments of different scaling factors (×2, ×3 and ×4) are performed on all the images in the five representative image datasets Set5, Set14, BSD100, Urban100 and Manga109 [22] . Among these datasets, Set5, Set14 and BSD100 consist of natural scenes images; Ur-ban100 and Manga109 contains challenging scenes images with details in different frequency bands. Then, we compare the proposed method with 5 state-of-the-art SR algorithms: FSRCNN [21] , DRCN [19] , VDSR [18] , DRRN [33] and LapSRN [22] . All the compared results are reproduced by the codes downloaded from the authors' websites under the same setting with our experiments. Table 1 shows the average PSNR and SSIM results of reconstructed HR images on the five representative image datasets by the proposed and baseline methods with the different scaling factors(×2, ×3 and ×4). From Table 1 , we can see that the proposed method achieves the consistent performance on all the datasets. Since the proposed and compared methods are based on the learning methods and the images for training the network models are limited, the performance for all methods tends to decline with the increase of test examples. However, the proposed method still performs better than all the compared methods in both PSNR and SSIM. These experimental results indicate that the proposed method can effectively improve the quality of reconstructed HR images.
In Fig. 6 , we show visual comparisons on the images, drawn from B100 and Ur-ban100, with the upscaling factors of ×4. Our method accurately reconstructs parallel straight lines and grid patterns such as windows and the stripes. Furthermore, we can observe that methods using the bicubic upsampling for pre-processing generate results with noticeable artifacts. In contrast, our approach can effectively suppress such artifacts by using our proposed reconstruction layer and loss function.
Super-resolving on real-world images
In this section, we perform the proposed method and some compared methods on the historical photographs with JPEG compression artifacts to demonstrate the superresolving performance on real-world images. In our experiment, neither the groundtruth HR images nor the downsampling kernels are available. Fig.7 show super-resolved historical images for the upscaling factor ×4 . As shown in Fig.7 , the proposed method can provide clearer details and sharper edges in the reconstructed HR historical images than other existing state-of-the-art methods. 
Conclusions
In this work, we discuss a new SR architecture based on deep neural networks to reconstruct the desired HR images. By cascading the improved residual blocks to extract features in LR space and jointly optimizing a fully connected reconstruction layer to exploit the contextual information over the global region of the input LR images, the proposed networks can alleviate the issues of current SR network models and obtain the visually pleasing HR images with the low computational cost. In addition, we propose a new loss function with the edge difference constraint to preserve sharp edge and restore finer texture structures. Experimental results on a number of images, drawn from five representative image datasets, demonstrate that the proposed networks perform competitively the existing methods in terms of balancing the reconstruction accuracy and efficiency.
